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The gamma-ray conversion efficiency of rotation-powered pulsars
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A B STR ACT
We use a new self-consistent model to derive the conversion efficiency from rotation
power to g-ray power for pulsars (nth). Our result indicates that nth;t6/7P2, where t
and P are the characteristic age and period of the pulsar, which shows that although
the efficiency increases with the characteristic age of the pulsar, it also depends on
the pulsar period. We test our model results with the survey of high-energy g-rays
from pulsars by EGRET. Our model not only successfully explains the efficiency of
the confirmed g-ray pulsars but also explains why the g-ray efficiency of millisecond
pulsars is so low.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nel et al. (1996) have reported a survey of g-ray emissions
from all known spin-powered pulsars by EGRET. In addi-
tion to six known g-ray pulsars, the upper limits on pulsed
emission for 350 pulsars have been obtained. They divided
this sample into two groups: a candidate group with Ė33/
d2

kpcE0.5 (80 pulsars) and a control group with Ė33/d2
kpcs0.5

(270 pulsars), where Ė33 is the spin-down power in units of
1033 erg sÐ1 and dkpc is the distance to the pulsar in kilo-
parsecs. They argued that this parameter Ė33/d2

kpc can be
used as a measure of observability (although it is not a
sufficient condition for g-ray emission) because all known
g-ray pulsars have high values of this parameter. Although
no new g-ray pulsars were found from this survey, this data
base can be used to test the predictions of various g-ray
pulsar models. Here we will use the candidate group to test
our model.

Until now, there were two kinds of g-ray pulsar models,
i.e. the polar gap model (e.g. Harding 1981; Dermer &
Sturner 1994) and the outer gap model (Cheng, Ho &
Ruderman 1986a,b; Ho 1989; Chiang & Romani 1992;
Cheng & Ding 1994; Cheng & Wei 1995; Romani 1996;
Zhang & Cheng 1997). For both models, the expected effi-
ciency of conversion of spin-down power to g-rays, nth, can
be defined by

nth\Lg/Ė, (1)

where Lg is the total g-ray luminosity, which depends on the
model used; Ė is the spin-down power and is proportional to
PÐ4B2 in the approximation of a dipolar magnetic field.
Furthermore, the conversion efficiency can be also

expressed in terms of the observed flux Fg as

nobs\4pfg d2FgĒ/Ė, (2)

where fg is the fraction of 4p rad swept out by the g-ray
beam, d is the distance from the star to the observer and Ē
is the mean g-ray energy. We can therefore compare equa-
tions (1) and (2) to test the model predictions. It has been
suggested that the conversion efficiency increases with
increasing characteristic age of a pulsar (e.g. Buccheri et al.
1978; Harding 1981; Nel et al. 1996).

In this paper, we will use the thick outer gap model pro-
posed by Cheng (1994) and Zhang & Cheng (1997) to
explain the g-ray conversion efficiency of rotation-powered
pulsars. We selected the pulsars from the data base that
satisfy the condition of either fsR1 (fs is the fractional size of
the outer gap) or Ė/d2

kpcE0.5 (candidate group) as a sample.
Together with six known g-ray pulsars (Fierro 1995), our
sample consists of 57 pulsars (including seven millisecond
pulsars). In Fig. 1(a) we use the six known g-ray pulsars (see
Table 1) and the candidate group the parameters of which
are listed in Table 2 to plot nobs versus t, where t is the
characteristic age of the pulsar. The best-fitting conversion
efficiency for these six g-ray pulsars is given by

nobs21.3Å10Ð7 t, (3)

where t is in units of yr. This best fit is also shown in Fig.
1(a) (solid line). We can see that all pulsars in our sample
with known g-ray fluxes or upper limits, except PSR
B0656+14, are above this line. It is interesting to note that
the millisecond pulsars are far below this line. The scatter-
ing around the best-fitting line indicates that some intrinsic
factors may exist. One of these intrinsic factors may be the
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beaming fraction fg, which may vary from pulsar to pulsar. It
should be noted that the observed conversion efficiencies
obtained from equation (2) by using the upper limits of their
fluxes are greater than 1 for 21 pulsars in our sample; in fact,
the real flux could be much less than the upper limit. More-
over, the uncertainty on the conversion efficiency can also
be a result of the uncertainties in the distance values (at
least 25 per cent) given by Taylor, Manchester & Lyne

(1993) and a result of uncertainties in the beaming fraction,
which may be up to an order of magnitude (Nel et al.
1996).

2 CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

We have proposed a self-sustained thick outer gap model to
describe high-energy g-ray emission from pulsars (Cheng
1994; Zhang & Cheng 1997). In our model, the energy of
the primary electrons/positrons will be limited by synchro-
curvature radiation instead of inverse Compton scattering.
The characteristic energy of the photons emitted by e¹ pairs
inside the gap is given by

Eg22.0Å108f 3/2
s B3/4

12 PÐ7/4 eV, (4)

where fs is the fractional size of the outer gap which is the
ratio between the outer gap volume and R3

L, RL is the light
cylinder radius, P is the pulsar period in units of seconds, B12

is in units of 1012 G and the radius of the neutron star is
assumed to be 106 cm. After leaving the outer gap, half of
the primary electrons/positrons will move towards the star
and eventually strike the stellar surface. The return particle
flux can be approximated by (Zhang & Cheng 1997)

Ṅe¹21
2 fsṄGJ, (5)

where ṄGJ is the Goldreich–Julian particle flux (Goldreich
& Julian 1969). Although part of the energy of the primary
particles will be lost on the way to the star via curvature
radiation, about 10.6P1/3 erg particleÐ1 will still remain and
finally be deposited on the stellar surface. This energy will
be lost in term of X-rays emitted from the stellar surface
(such a process has been described by Halpern & Ruder-
man 1993). The characteristic energy of these X-rays is
given by (Zhang & Cheng 1997)

Eh
X23kT21.2Å103PÐ1/6B1/4

12 eV. (6)

Furthermore, the keV X-rays from a hot polar cap will be
reflected back to the stellar surface as a result of cyclotron
resonance scattering if there is a large density of electrons/
positrons near the neutron star surface, and eventually
almost the entire neutron star surface re-emits soft thermal
X-rays with characteristic energy (Zhang & Cheng 1997)

Es
X20.1f 1/4

s PÐ1/4Eh
X. (7)

Despite the X-ray photon density being very low, every pair
produced by collision of X-rays and curvature photons can
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Figure 1. (a) The observed conversion efficiencies as a function of
pulsar characteristic age for 57 canonical pulsars. Inverted tri-
angles represent upper limits. The six detected g-ray pulsars are
indicated by solid boxes with error bars. The solid line represents
the best fit for the six g-ray pulsars. (b) The quantity nP_2 as a
function of pulsar characteristic age. Inverted triangles represent
upper limits. The six detected g-ray pulsars are indicated by solid
boxes with error bars. The solid line represents our result estimated
by equation (11).

Table 1. The detected g-ray pulsars.

Notes. aThe values of Lg are given by Fierro (1995). bThe values are estimated by using
equations (1) and (9).
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emit 105 photons in the gap. Such huge multiplicity in curva-
ture photons can produce sufficient e¹ pairs to sustain the
gap as long as the centre-of-mass energy of X-rays and
curvature photons is higher than the threshold energy of e¹

pair production, i.e. EXEgE(mec
2)2. From the conditions for

pair production, the fractional size of the outer gap can be
determined to be (Zhang & Cheng 1997)

fs25.5P26/21BÐ4/7
12 . (8)

It should be noted that fs must not be greater than 1. Any
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Table 2. The parameters of 51 pulsars in our sample (excluding six detected g-ray
pulsars).

Notes. aThe values of Lg (in erg sÐ1) are estimated from the upper limits of g-ray flux
given by Nel et al. (1996). bThe high-energy (Ega100 MeV) g-ray flux is in units of
cmÐ2 sÐ1 and the upper limits are taken from Nel et al. (1996).
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fluctuation of the gap can be stabilized by the above condi-
tion, because an increase in gap size will increase the X-ray
flux and the over-production of pairs can reduce the gap
size. Similarly, a decrease in gap size will produce insuffi-
cient pairs and results in an increase in gap size. According
to the model, the g-ray luminosity is given by

Lg23.6Å1031f 3
s PÐ4B2

12 erg sÐ1. (9)

The conversion efficiency relationship of our model can
therefore be expressed in terms of B12 and P:

nth283BÐ12/7
12 P26/7. (10)

If we assume that the spin-down of pulsars only results from
magnetic dipole radiation (i.e. Ṗ;B2/P, where Ṗ

nth25.3Å10Ð5t6/7P2, (11)

where P is the pulsar period in units of seconds and t is the
characteristic age in units of years. In  deriving equation
(10), Ė23.8Å1031B2

12PÐ4 erg sÐ1 is used. In Fig. 1(b), we
show a comparison of equation (11) with the observed data.
It can be seen that our result is very consistent with the data.
In particular, our model explains why the conversion effi-
ciency of millisecond pulsars is so low – because of the P2

dependence. For PSR B0656+14, the conversion efficiency
obtained from the upper limit of the flux lies below the
expected line by about one order of magnitude (see Fig. 1b).
Ramanamurthy et al. (1996) presented possible evidence
for high-energy g-rays from PSR B0656+14 and found that
the observed phase-averaged flux is (4.1¹1.4)Å10Ð8 cmÐ2

sÐ1. Assuming that the pulsar is located at a distance of
0.76 kpc and beams g-rays into 1 sr, the observed conversion
efficiency is given by (1.2¹0.5)Å10Ð3, which is one order of
magnitude lower than the conversion efficiency of spin-
down power into X-rays, which has a much wider beaming
angle (Finley, Ögelman & Kiziloglu 1992). Current models
cannot explain this pulsar (Ramanamurthy et al. 1996). We
believe that either our model cannot explain this pulsar or
we just miss the major part of the g-ray beam.

It should be pointed out that different models give dif-
ferent conversion efficiencies of g-rays. Harding (1981) esti-
mated nth\4Å10Ð14Ṗ1.3t1.8, where Ṗ is in units of 10Ð15 s sÐ1

and t is in yr. Dermer & Sturner (1994) gave
nth22.6P2BÐ1/2

12 . Yadigaroglu & Romani (1995) used that
fact that efficiency should increase with age to derive a
phenomenological scaling law of form nth\3.2Å10Ð5t0.76.
In Fig. 2, we show the comparison of various theoretically
derived model results with the observed efficiencies for six
known high-energy g-ray pulsars. It can be seen that there
are some differences among the various models. However,
our model results are consistent with the observed data.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We have tested the self-sustained model proposed by Zhang
& Cheng (1997) by using the data base for g-ray emission
from all known spin-powered pulsars with Ė33/d2

kpcE0.5
given by Nel et al. (1996). Our results indicate that our
model can successfully explain the g-ray emission from spin-
powered pulsars. Our model predicts that the conversion
efficiency of spin-down power into high-energy g-radiation
depends on the charactersistic age and the period of the
pulsar, i.e. nth;t6/6P2. It can be seen that the conversion
efficiency depends sensitively on the pulsar period, which
explains why the conversion efficiency for millisecond
pulsars is so low. Based on our results, possible g-ray pulsars
must satisfy fsR1 or Ps0.25B6/13

12 .
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the Crab pulsar is about a factor of

5 above our model result. We would like to point out that
our thick outer gap model does not work very well for very
young pulsars because we have ignored the Compton cool-
ing of the return current (Zhang & Cheng 1997). In very
young pulsars, the surface temperatures, determined by
cooling instead of polar cap heating, are sufficiently high
that the inverse Compton scattering by the surface soft X-
ray photons can reduce the energy of the return current
(Cheng et al. 1986b).

Finally, we would like to point out that any two-param-
eter model will have trouble in explaining g-ray emissions
for all pulsars. In fact, PSR B0656+14 is a very good
example in which the inclination angle may play a very
important role in determining the direction of the g-ray
beaming factor.
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Figure 2. The comparison of the observed conversion efficiencies
for the six detected EGRET pulsars with various model results.
The six detected pulsars are indicated by solid circles with error
bars. Solid boxes represent our model results given by equation
(11). The empty triangles and empty diamonds represent the
results of Harding (1981) and Dermer & Sturner (1994) respec-
tively.
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